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THE REASON FOR ORGS
The only reason orgs exist is TO SELL AND DELIVER MATERIALS
AND SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC AND GET IN PUBLIC TO SELL AND DELIVER TO. THE OBJECT IS TOTALLY FREED BEINGS!
The first and all subsequent organizations of the Church were founded for
this purpose only.
It was manifestly impossible for one being to individually train and audit 2.5
billion people. Time alone would have prevented it.
Thus help was needed.
Every post in every org exists to keep the org there and accomplish this.
You see, we are not dealing with "just another self-help subject" or a "make
people feel better."
This universe has been going downhill for just one reason-lack of tech to
resolve the problems of the mind and beings.
Recent research has confirmed this: There is nothing whatever the matter
with the universe itself. But suppressive persons and groups have specialized in
caving people in. And they had no tech whatever to undo their vicious actions.
So what emerged was a universal population stuffed with lies and artificial
disabilities who have been brought almost to the point of obliteration.
For the first time ever- and this is confirmed with careful historical researchthe tech exists to reverse this chaos.
An org and every staff member is there to get it applied.
Where we are this instant in time is at the reverse point of the universe. You
are the one who will make it happen.
And you will do it by selling and delivering materials and service to the
public you get in and keeping the orgs there so they can and will do it.
You have the tech now; you have the policy. It is you who are applying it.
And by applying it, you have it in your power to reverse the dwindling spiral
that has gone on without pause for more years than you can get into an Earth
calculator.
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For the first time ever you have this chance. And it is you who, just by
knowing and using relentlessly the policy and tech, will make it happen.
I have never lied to you or conned you and what I tell you now is true. I
would be falsifying if I told you other than the facts in this policy letter. So there
it is! It may seem large and awesome but it is a fact. You are not engaged in
anything superficial.
And that is the reason posts and orgs exist: to change the course of all things
past and send the whole of existence back upward from its long plunge.
Oh, of course the unholy will beg you not to do it, will try to pervert policy
and corrupt tech, will cause trouble and mock and lie and try to discourage or
stop you. But that's the reason things went bad-and those were the creatures that
did it. And no objective wo~th obtaining was ever achieved without some barriers
arising or industrious dedication.
So: Make it happen!
The stars wait!
L. RON HUBBARD
Founder
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